We report the discovery of magnetoelectric multiferroicity in a family of oxides, RFeWO 6 (R = Dy, Eu, Tb and Y) that crystallize in a polar aeschynite-type structure ( Pna2 1 ) 
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetoelectric multiferroics have been the subject of intense investigation in the last two decades because they not only offer new possibilities in device applications but also pose a challenge in combining electric and magnetic order in the same material [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since the mechanism of classical ferroelectrics is antagonistic with the requirement for magnetism, several new approaches have been successful in combining these two properties in the same material [1] .
Perovskites are the simplest and most investigated structure-type for multiferroic properties. The best example is the polar (R3m) magnetic compound, BiFeO 3 which shows ferroelectric ordering at T C = 1100 K, due to polar distortion arising from the stereochemical activity of lone pair electrons of Bi 3+ ions, and magnetism from the ordering of Fe 3+ spins (T N = 640 K) [5, 6] .
Materials belong to this class, where the long-range ordering of electric dipoles and spins occur independently at two different temperatures, are classified as type-I multiferroics [1] . On the other hand, the centrosymmetric (Pnma) perovskite, TbMnO 3 is an example for type-II multiferroics where the ferroelectricity is induced by breaking of inversion symmetry due to magnetic ordering (~ 28 K) of Mn 3+ spins [1, 7] . Since the electric polarization in this class of materials is induced by spin ordering, one can control electric polarization by a magnetic field and magnetism by an electric field, which has led to tremendous interest on type-II multiferroics [4] . Most of the type-II multiferroics are centrosymmetric in the paramagnetic state.
Recently, another kind of polar magnets have been reported to exhibit magnetoelectric and/or multiferroic properties. Unlike the polar magnets that belong to type-I multiferroics, where the polar distortion is caused by nonmagnetic ions, the non-centrosymmetric distortion in this kind of polar magnets is associated with magnetic atoms and thus they promise a strong magnetoelectric coupling. Thus, the polar magnets having their origin at the same source can form a subclass of type-II multiferroics. For example, the polar compounds M 2 Mo 3 O 8 (M = Fe and Mn), which crystallize in hexagonal structure with space group P6 3 mc, display electric polarization below magnetic ordering temperatures [8] [9] [10] . The interesting and promising feature of these compounds is the observation of a large linear magnetoelectric effect. Similar magnetoelectric effect is observed in another polar compound CaBaCo 4 O 7 , where a nonswitchable spontaneous polarization appears below the ferrimagnetic ordering [11, 12] . Collinear antiferromagnetic oxide, Ni 3 TeO 6 , with a polar corundum structure (space group R3), exhibits a non -hysteretic magnetoelectric effect [13] . Several polar corundum derivatives A 2 BB'O 6 (R3c)
have been reported to exhibit multiferroic properties [14] [15] [16] [17] . Recently, a high pressure synthesized GaFeO 3 with partial cation ordering in the LiNbO 3 structure has been shown to be magnetoelectric [18] .
In this article, we report magnetoelectric multiferroic properties of a family of polar magnets, RFeWO 6 (R = Dy, Eu, Tb and Y), which are derived from the centrosymmetric aeschynite structure by cation ordering. The most common representative oxide in aeschynite structure is CaTa 2 O 6 , which has the orthorhombic structure (Pnma) and consists of dimers of edge -shared Ta   5+ O 6 octahedra, which are connected by corner sharing to form a three dimensional network, as shown in Figure 1c [19] . The compounds, RTiTaO 6 (R = La to Dy) also crystallize in the Room temperature synchrotron X -ray diffraction data for all the samples were collected at the Materials Science Powder Diffraction beamline (BL04 -MSPD) of the ALBA synchrotron facility at Barcelona, Spain using the wavelengths , λ = 0.3544 and 0.3171Å [22, 23] . Additional data were also collected at low temperatures for DyFeWO 6 electrometer. In pyroelectric current measurements, the sample was cooled across the magnetic ordering temperature with an electric field and then shorted for 45 min to remove stray charges and then the current was recorded during heating with a rate of 10 K/min. PPMS was used for temperature and magnetic field dependent dielectric and pyroelectric current measurements with the help of a multifunctional probe provided by Quantum Design. For dc -biased current measurements, the sample was cooled to lowest temperature without any poling field. At lowest temperature, the dc electric field was applied and the current was recorded while warming the sample with a rate of 10 K/min under the electric field [27] . For all electrical measurements, contacts were made on sintered pellet samples with a high performance silver paste from Ted Pella, Inc.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, first we present detailed analysis of crystal and magnetic structures and results of multiferroicity in DyFeWO 6 . Then, we discuss the experimental results in other oxides, RFeWO 6 (R = Eu, Tb and Y).
A. DyFeWO 6
To determine crystal structure at room temperature, the synchrotron powder X -ray diffraction pattern of DyFeWO 6 was indexed with DICVOL program available in the FullProf Suite [28] .
The reflection conditions obtained from indexing are: 0kl: k + l = 2n, hk0: h = 2n, which suggest that the most probable space groups could be either Pnma or Pn2 1 a. Since the reflection condition for both of these space groups is same, it is not possible to conclude the real space group using diffraction data. However, Pnma is centrosymmetric, while Pn2 1 a is a polar space group. SHG measurements revealed that this material is SHG active with efficiency comparable to that of α-SiO 2 supporting the polar space group Pn2 1 a. Therefore, to determine the complete structure, we have performed a combined Rietveld refinement analysis of the room temperature synchrotron X -ray and neutron diffraction data using FullProf software. In this process, we have used the standard setting of Pna2 1 (space group no. 33) instead of the non-standard Pn2 1 a setting. Since the atomic positions are not known and Pna2 1 is a subgroup of Pnam (another setting of Pnma), the atomic positions in CaTa 2 O 6 in Pnma space group have been used and converted from Pnma to Pna2 1 space group using SUBGROUPGRAPH and TRANSTRU program available in Bilbao Crystallographic Server [29] . The refined synchrotron X -ray and neutron diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 1a and b, respectively and the obtained crystal structure of DyFeWO 6 is displayed in Figure 1d . The detailed structural parameters obtained from the refinements are given in Table- octahedra form edge-shared dimers which are connected through corner sharing to form a three dimensional structure. The selected bond lengths obtained from refinement are shown in Table- II. In order to understand the magnetization behavior and determine the magnetic structure, low temperature neutron diffraction data have been analyzed. In Figure 3a , the neutron diffraction pattern recorded at 3.5 K is shown, where Rietveld refinement has been performed including magnetic and nuclear structure model. The magnetic structure has been solved using symmetry analysis with both BasIreps (FullProf Suite) and MAXMAGN (Bilbao Crystallographic Server)
programs [32] . BasIreps provides a complex 2-D irreducible representation that is transformed to real using Physically Irreducible Representations from the table of B. Campbell and H. Stokes.
The 12 basis functions obtained indicate that we have to impose special directions in the representation space (put constraints in the coefficients) in order to get more symmetric magnetic structures, otherwise we obtain triclinic structures. Using MAXMAGN, we obtain three maximal magnetic space groups compatible with the propagation vector k = (0, 1/2, 1/2), these are: C a c, [33] . We have used the formalism of propagation vectors by using the crystallographic unit cell as the basis for the describing the magnetic structure and replacing the anti-translations and centering translations of the magnetic structure when described in the magnetic unit cell by the effect of the propagation vector. The small metric distortion due to the reduction of symmetry to monoclinic cannot be detected with the resolution of the present neutron and synchrotron measurements. Only an anomaly in the evolution of the cell parameters as a function of temperature can clearly be seen at N F in the synchrotron data (not shown).
However, very small changes in the intensities of Bragg reflection may contain information about the distortion of the crystal structure. We have used a recently implemented option in
FullProf that allows to combine crystallographic and magnetic symmetry modes in order to determine the structural changes accompanying the magnetic ordering (discussed later) [34] .
From the point of view of symmetry, the magnetic point group derived from C a c is m1′, with m perpendicular to the b -axis of the paramagnetic space group and therefore the macroscopic properties in the magnetically ordered phase are driven by this group. The allowed electric polarization is constrained to be within the m -plane, so that in the magnetic phase the polarization should be of the form P m = (p x , 0, p z ). The paramagnetic group Pna2 1 1′ is already polar and the allowed polarization, even if it is not detected experimentally, is of the form P = (0, 0, p z ), so in the magnetic phase a new component is allowed.
We observe a very unusual behavior of Dy 3+ -magnetism in this compound. Table-III, where the crystallographic parameters at 3.5 K are also shown.
The obtained magnetic structure at 3.5 K is shown at Figure 3b . It is interesting to note the unusual arrangement of both Fe and Dy spins in this compound. There are two different Fe spin sites. In each site, the spins are aligned antiferromagnetically but between the sites (along the aaxis) they are nearly perpendicular to each other and thus the structure is strongly non-collinear.
Similar non-collinear arrangement of Dy spins is observed with a tendency to get nearly perpendicular Dy 3+ moments at low temperature. This could be due to the single -ion anisotropy of Dy 3+ ions. We found that the magnetic structure remains same in the temperature range between 3.5 K and 18 K despite the independent magnetic correlations develop among Dy 3+ spins below 5 K. The magnetic structure is essentially non-centrosymmetric as the underlying crystal structure is polar. This kind of magnetic structure is very unusual and a model to explain the observed spin configuration still needs to be elaborated and the detailed description of the observed magnetic structure will be published elsewhere.
Temperature dependence of the real part of dielectric constant ε′ (T) measured with different frequencies is shown in Figure 4a . A clear peak is observed around magnetic ordering temperature N F = 18 K in ε′ (T), which is associated with a peak in the imaginary part of dielectric constant ε′′ (T) (shown in the inset of Figure 4a ). These peaks in ε′ (T) and ε′′ (T)
around N F do not shift with increasing frequency, which indicates that these are not associated with any relaxation phenomenon. However, another broad peak is found in ε′′ (T) at further lower temperature, which shifts to higher temperature with increasing frequency, indicating that it is associated with intrinsic dielectric relaxation of the material. Note that the value of dielectric loss is very small (~ 0.02) at 50 kHz around N F , which suggests that the compound is highly insulating at low temperature. Thus, the occurrence of dielectric anomaly at In order to confirm that the observed pyroelectric current peak near N F is due to depolarization current associated with electric dipoles and not due to thermally stimulated free charge carriers, we measured dc-biased current which can distinguish these two different origin as reported,
where current was recorded with increasing temperature in the presence of applied dc -electric field without any pre-poling [27] . In Figure 5b , the temperature dependent dc-biased current measured under an applied electric field, E dc = + 9.2 kV/cm is shown. The dc-biased current exhibits a broad upward and then a sharp downward peak with increasing temperature. The A calculation of the ionic polarization in the paramagnetic polar phase at 30 K gives a value of 6300 μC/m 2 along the c -axis, which arises due to a shift of barycenter of the positive and negative charges by 0.0034 Å [35] . Though this value of polarization is measurable experimentally, we could not find any polarization because of the fact that there is no polarnonpolar phase transition in the accessible temperature range and the polycrystalline nature of the sample. On the contrary, the same calculation in the magnetic state (3.5 K) using the resulting crystal structure from the refinement of the symmetry -mode amplitudes gives a value of an order of magnitude greater: 75,560 μC/m
B. EuFeWO 6
The ordered aeschynite-type polar crystal structure (space group Pna2 1 ) of EuFeWO 6 is confirmed by the Rietveld refinement of room temperature synchrotron X -ray diffraction data (shown in Figure S1 in the Supplemental Material) and room temperature SHG measurement [36] . The structural parameters obtained from refinement are given in Table -S1 in the Supplemental Material [36] . In Figure 6a , the temperature dependent magnetization, M (T)
shows a peak around 17 K indicating the magnetic ordering of Fe 3+ -ions. The long -range magnetic ordering is confirmed by a sharp λ -type anomaly in C P (T), as shown in Figure 6b . M (H) loop at 2 K is consistent with antiferromagnetic ordering (see the inset of Figure 6a ). CurieWeiss fit to susceptibility data at high temperatures suggests that Eu 3+ contributes to the effective paramagnetic moment, but it does not order down to 2 K as suggested by M (T) and C P (T). The paramagnetic nature of Eu 3+ -moments is consistent with the increase in M (T) at low temperatures. A sharp dielectric anomaly is observed around N F (Figure 6c ), which seems to be smeared out under magnetic field. Electric polarization is observed below N F in zero magnetic field as shown in Figure 6d and it is suppressed with increasing magnetic field. These results suggest that EuFeWO 6 is also a type -II multiferroic. Unlike DyFeWO 6 , the electric polarization in EuFeWO 6 is suppressed at relatively large magnetic field (80 kOe).
C. TbFeWO 6
Results of combined Rietveld refinement of room temperature synchrotron X-ray and neutron diffraction data of TbFeWO 6 are shown in Figure S2 in the Supplemental Material and the structural parameters are given in Table - 
D. YFeWO 6
Synchrotron X -ray diffraction pattern of YFeWO 6 and the structural parameters obtained at the final Rietveld refinement are given in Figure S3 and Table -S3 , respectively in the Supplemental
Material [36] . M (T) and C P (T) data are shown in Figure 8a The R-ion moments only affect the polarization through the coupling between R-and Fe-spins. It should be mentioned here that all these samples exhibit switchable electric polarization under a negative electric field. Though we have not determined magnetic structure in compounds other than DyFeWO 6 , the appearance of electric polarization at N F indicates that all the compounds should have a similar magnetic structure of Fe-spins.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated magnetoelectric multiferroic properties in a family of Tables: Tables I Crystallographic parameters 
